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On a positive financial note, storage and price-later income is up about 
10 percent, as you stored more grain while waiting on better prices. Ex-
penses should also be down about 10 percent from last year, helping to 
offset some of the lower margins we’re experiencing in 2016.

Among the factors putting pressure on margins 
are lower, slower farmer selling and an anemic 
export market that is helping depress prices and 
keeping the basis down. This is having a particular 
impact at our location on the Canadian National, 
which ships grain primarily to the Gulf. The Norfolk 
Southern serves more of a processor market, so 
we’ve seen more opportunities to sell grain from 
locations on that line. 

One of our concerns has been the potential car-
ryover of stored grain into harvest due to a lack of 
farmer selling. However, the run-up in bean prices 
in March and April, as well as the brief rally in corn, 
has really helped that situation. In a six-week peri-
od, we purchased 20 percent of our soybean crop, 
and the month of April saw us purchase the second-highest amount of 
beans this fiscal year—exceeded only by October of 2015. 

New crop purchases also picked up in April, as Premier purchased 
500,000 bushels of corn in a three-week period. Even with that, we’ve 

only purchased 50 percent of what we had 
purchased at this time last year. Soybeans are a different story, and we are 
actually 1 million bushels ahead of last year at this time. 

Those sales have eased some of our harvest 
concerns, as has the fact that we’re building 
another two million bushels of storage this year. 
You can read about those projects elsewhere in 
this newsletter.

The 2016 production year was off to a good start, 
with most of the corn planted and even some soy-
beans planted by the end of April. In May we have 
experienced significant rains delaying the comple-
tion of corn and bean planting. That leans toward 
an early corn harvest and another year with light 
drying revenues—good news for our farmers. As 
always, weather impacts our customers and your 
co-op heavily. So, we’ll head into summer looking 
at the possibilities of El Niño switching to La Niña, 
and listen to the forecasters try to pinpoint pre-

cisely when that transition will occur.

Thanks for choosing us to work with 
you in 2016. ❍

Market Surge Eases Harvest Concerns

With nine months of the fiscal year behind us, income for Premier Cooperative is trending roughly one-
third lower than last year. The bulk of that difference can be attributed to the fact that our drying income 
this past year was down 60 percent from the previous year—the second-lowest drying revenue we’ve 
had in my time here. That reduced our net income by $2 million. The good news is that you didn’t have 
to spend much to dry your crops.

BY ROGER MILLER, CEO
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Spring Fires Out of the Blocks

With favorable weather, we had a really good run in March and April. Most of the corn is in the ground and many acres have 
already emerged and are looking good. From our standpoint, our volume has been strong. Our team has worked a lot of 
hours, but they have done so efficiently and safely. Keeping up with planting equipment that continues to get bigger and 
faster is an ongoing challenge, and I’m very appreciative of the skill and dedication of our employee group.

As we would expect, we encountered a couple of minor bugs at the 
new Emery location, but our staff worked through them and had a 
very good spring. We have a really good crew in Emery and look 
forward to strong growth there in the future. We’re also getting to 
know everyone in the Crescent City area. The staff at the facility we 
purchased there is in the process of learning our computer system, 
which always presents a challenge. We’re very happy to have them 
on board.

ReseaRch undeRway
The Innovation Farm is planted, and we have more than 100 different 
grower evaluation plots that will be going in throughout our territory. 
Local research becomes more relevant to purchasing decisions every 
year, and United Prairie has taken a leading role in bringing that kind 

of information to our customers.

We’re also proud of the fact that three 
members of our agronomy team recently 
received their certification as 4R Nutrient 
Management Specialists. Aaron Grote, 
Jeff Brown and Kyle Meece are now three 
of only 40 4R specialists in the state of Il-
linois. The 4R certification is only available 
to agronomists who are already Certified Crop Advisors.

Thank you to our customers for working with us in 2016. We appre-
ciate your business and hope you have a very safe and productive 
growing season. ❍

BY TIM HUGHES, MANAGER, UNITED PRAIRIE LLC

Bin Boosts Harvest Efficiency

Increased harvest flexibility is one of the benefits our new bin in Ives-
dale will provide to both Premier and our farmers. The new bin, current-
ly under construction, is designed to hold roughly 730,000 bushels of 
either corn or soybeans, which gives us options depending on what’s 
coming in to the elevator. On peak days, we’ll be able to increase our 
bean dumping speed to 20,000 bushels per hour.

The project will add enough space that we will be able to eliminate 
four trains that we would normally have to load during the rush of 

harvest in order to keep grain moving. This will free up our staff to 
concentrate on moving farmers in and out of Ivesdale efficiently. It 
also allows us to keep our higher-capacity dumping pits open if we 
do need to load trains. The bottom line is, we’ll be more efficient at 
handling both corn and beans.

We got an early start on construction and plan to have the bin com-
pleted by mid-June. ❍

BY JEFF BREEN, SOUTHWEST REGIONAL OPERATIONS MANAGER
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Both Corn and Bins 
Growing This Spring

It’s a busy season for farmers and for construction crews, as projects are underway in both Thomasboro and Dewey. 
In Thomasboro, a 560,000-bushel bin dedicated to soybeans is going up in the north portion of our complex. As part 
of the same project, we’re redoing all of the overhead conveyors so that we’ll be able to dump soybeans at both pits in 
the main house and send them directly to the northern bins. In effect, the entire north portion will now be a bean eleva-
tor, which will help segregation.

BY DAVE KIEFFER, NORTHWEST REGIONAL OPERATIONS, MANAGER AND FUEL DIVISION MANAGER

The new equipment will be rated at 20,000 bushels per hour, which 
will improve our speed. Having an additional 500,000 bushels of stor-
age will also enable us to reduce our outbound truck traffic by about 
550 trucks in the fall, easing congestion. 

In Dewey, we are finishing up the final 2/3 of the roof replacement on 
our concrete storage. In the process, we removed all of our existing 
conveying equipment. Where we had one line of conveyors, we will 
now have two, effectively doubling our capacity and setting the stage 
for the next phase of development in Dewey. 

contRacting paid off
The spring planting season went really well on the energy side. We 
saw fuel prices jump as spring began, so we saw heavy usage of 
contracted gallons. Once again, contracting paid for those who made 
the move.

Not all of our capacity projects are grain related. We’re beginning to 
look at the construction of a new bulk plant at Elliot or a nearby loca-

tion. Our current plant is old and not adequate to handle customer 
demand at our standards. We’re getting bids on a new facility similar 
to the ones we’ve put in at Apex and Leverett.

I’ll close with the announcement that I have accepted a general man-
ager position at another area coop. This was an opportunity for me 
and my family that I felt I couldn’t pass up. I want to extend my thanks 
and gratitude to the board, to Roger Miller, to all the Premier employ-
ees and to our tremendous customers. You all should be very proud 
of the cooperative you’ve built. I’m leaving one great organization to 
join another.

Because of the excellent people we have here, I expect that transition 
to be seamless, and that customers will not notice any difference in 
the service they receive.

I’ve enjoyed working with all of you, and wish you all a very produc-
tive—and safe—2016. ❍

The new Thomasboro bin will be 
dedicated to soybeans..
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Twin Bins Will Improve Service

In the southeast region, we have two bin projects well on their way 
to completion. In Indianola, a new 400,000-bushel bin for soybeans 
is already up, and the grain handling equipment is currently being in-
stalled. We’ve been moving between 400,000 and 500,000 bushels 
of grain to Sidney, over less-than-perfect roads, each fall during the 
busyness of harvest. This bin will eliminate, or greatly reduce, those 
trips.

The very same bin has also been built in Broadlands, our second proj-
ect. We made the decision to invest in Broadlands about five years 
ago, and this bin, which will be used primarily for corn, is a part of that 
plan. Since that decision was made, a couple of area competitors 
have shut down, so our location has become an even more important 
destination for area grain. This will help us handle the increased busi-
ness more efficiently. ❍

BY TOM SINDER, SOUTHEAST REGIONAL OPERATIONS MANAGER

The new Broadlands bin (far left) 
has an identical twin in Indianola.




